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The Relation of the Junior High School to the Senior High School. 
The junior high school as a recent addition to our 
school system has taJren unto itself certain peculiar functions. 
Educators have long felt the need of a more flexible and 
socialized system and so they have welcomed the junior high 
school idea as better articulati1~ the elementary and secondary 
schools. 
The junior high school is a unit in itself; it is 
organized under a principal, a separate staff of teachers, and 
a separate supervisory staff. The junior high school building 
is individual and is especially constructed for junior high 
school purposes; it contains shops for prevocational facilities, 
a gymnasium, kitchens, laboratories, printing establishments, 
etc. 
Although the junior high school must be considered a 
unit, it is not and must not be treated as an independent 
organization having no direct relation with the grades above 
and below. The idea of this school is to work gradually into 
secondary methods and subjects. In order to do this the 
teachers of the junior and senior high schools must plan to-
gether the courses of study for the six years in the secondary 
school. Unless thie is done the senior high school methods 
and aims would predominate in the policies and standards of 
the junior high school, thus losing for the junior high school 
whatever advantages it may possess over the traditional school. 
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The organization of the junior high school as a unit 
provides for departmentalized instruction and, because of this, 
f or better teachers. ~be need for a greater specialization 
calls for better prepared teachers; the best method of securing 
these teachers is to trure the more liberal and sympathetic of 
the elementary teachers and give them additional training along 
departmental lines. An advance in the recognition of the 
junior high school is shown by the f a ct that normal schools 
and colleges have b egun to prepare teachers for these schools. 
Although the instruction in the junior high school is 
departmentalized, the courses given are more or less general 
elementary introductions to the more specific courses to be 
pursued in the high school proper. 
'IJb.e junior high school curriculum is planned especially 
for the retention of pupils and prevocational guidance. Under 
the older type of school system, the eight-four plan, great 
numbers of pupils dropped out after graduation from the 
eighth grade; it was a big gap in the system. The nrrmber of 
pupils dropping out between the grades above the ninth is 
inconsiderable; so the junior high school, comprising as it 
does the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, bridges the gap 
formerly existing in the school system and holds mnny pupils to 
pass on into the high school. The reorganized curriculrrm in 
these grades, emphasizing the practical and social values, is 
holding boys much better than did the conventional organiza-
tion; this fact is especially significant since it is well 
known that boys are eliminated more than girls. 
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The methods in the junior high schools grades are a com-
binatio~ of the elementary and secondary. In the seventh grade 
the elementary methods are used almost entirely, but the sec&n-
dary methods are introduced gradually until, at the end of' the 
ninth grade, the pupil is taught entirely by these secondary 
methods. 
The curriculum in these grades is planned to give a 
broad foundation for the pupils. Great latitude is given them 
in their choice of suhj ects in order that they may "through 
actual experience , be led to make a more rational selection 
of their senior high school work, or their occupation in the 
world of industry, than would otherwise be possible. The 
claims for recognition of such a school •••••• needs no 
further de:fense. n * 
By the earlier introduction of secondary school subjects 
into the pupils 1 programs there is great economy of time; this 
shor-bens the period of training for the few individuals who 
have before them a long course of systematic schooling, by 
permitting them to begin their differentiated education at an 
earlier age than has been customary. There is also economy of 
time in the promotion of pupils by subject, making needless 
the repetition o:f known subject -matter because of failure in 
one subject. This type of promotion enables pupils to enter 
the senior high school at an earlier age than would be possible 
under the traditional school system. 
* Van Denburg, 11 The Junior High School Idea~' p . l6. 
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The following quotations indicate the ide al relationship 
of the junior to the senior high school: "The junior high 
school is primarily a finding and a sorting school - here the 
tastes, aptitudes, and capacities of pupils are to have an in-
tellectual tryout, based upon real first hand experience with 
some of the school work that lies just ahead. rr * 
"The ideal relationship of the junior and senior high 
schools •••••• the aims, purposes, and courses of study so 
closely bound that even specialists cannot tell where one 
leaves off and the other begins. The separation in years and 
in buildings we should aim to make of no more actual signifi-
cance than is the length of the sleeve to the arm muscles it 
covers." *>F 
*Van Denburg, "The Junior High School Idea~' p. 86. 
::t<*Van Denburg, "The Junior High School Idea~r p.85. 
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The Place of Geometry 
A. In the Curriculum of the Junior High School . 
In organizing the junior high school as a new and com-
paratively independent unit it has been found necessary to re-
organize the course of studies in the seventh, eighth, and n _ 
ninth grades. 
l!1irst of all , the traditional and useless eighth grade 
review was done away with, and the studies organized so as to 
make for an enriched and socialized curriculum. Many types of 
curriculums have been advoca ted, but eminent educators have 
considered that the best type is that which might be called 
the "consta.nts-wi th-variablesl1 Of course the studies suggested 
as constants vary with the different sections of the COQlltry, 
but "Briggs, Inglis, Koos , and others agree in general on the 
following subjects as constants in the junior high school cur-
s 
riculum, - English , elementary social &cience, health and 
physical education, some form of art with perhaps some form of 
modified mathematics!' * 
The courses in mathematics may be arranged. in one of 
several ways, - the .National Committee on Mathema tical Require-
ments suggests five different plans in its report.** In all of 
the plans suggested and in use, geometry is combined with 
arithmetic, algebra, commercial arithmetic, or numerical 
trJ-gonornetry, or several of these combined. Usually the intui-
------------ - - -
Clement, rtcurrict11utiL1Wdng=in Secondary Schools"~ p. 2ll. 
* The Reorganizat-i"6n of Mathematics in Seco ndary Education,pp. 29,30. 
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tive geometry runs through two years, and sometimes three 
years. 
There is a growing conviction that there are some por-
tions of geometry which are of sufficient value to be required 
of all pupils; these portions are mostly concrete and con-
structive and de al with the every-day livingconditions of the 
pupils. Much geometry was present in the arithmetic taught in 
the grades; "the old material displaced to make v1ay for the new 
does not begin to compare with the new in practical value or 
general educational valuel' * 
One of the great rundamental needs of this age is the 
ability to do accurate quantitative thinking inmany lines. 
Geometry as the study of . forms is a great aid in training for 
this kind of thinking. Then, too , it is of real practical 
value for pupils 1 use in measurement, especially for those v1ho 
go no further in mathematics. Geometry should be used to make 
clea rer certain number relations as in fractions, multiplica-
tion, division, ratio, percentage, etc., and it is especially 
useful in the interpretation of statistics such as j Llnior high 
pupils are expected to handle. 
Nearly all of the work in junior high school geometry 
is intu.itive and has to do with direct measurement and recogni-
tion of forms; some of the easier propositions in demonstrati~ 
geometry, however, are quite simple and are easily comprehended 
by the pupils, - such as nto erect a perpendicular at a given 
* Barber, n'.l'he Teaching of Junior High School Mathematics',' p. 74. 
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point in a given straight linel1 
Glass summarizes well the value of this geometry: liThe 
introduction of intuitive geometry is in accordance with the 
primary purpose of the junior high school to discover the apti-
tudes of pupils for courses in higher mathematics and to reveal 
the ability of pupils to pursue them and (second) the articula-
tion of elementary and secondary courses in mathematics~ * 
B. In the Curriculum of the Senior High School. 
Since the beginning of secondary educa tion early in the 
nineteenth century, mathematics has held an important place in 
the curriculum of the high school. Until the l ast decade in 
the nineteenth century it vvas one of the constants, but since 
that time the rise of differentiated programs in the high 
school has caused it to become limited to the so-called general 
and academic courses. 
1\fow in the twentieth century edtlCators are advocating 
the reorganiz a tion of all secondary subject-matter with a view 
to the elimination of that material vvhich has no practical 
value. They do not consider mental o.iscipline of any valae; in 
£act, many of them deny that there is transfer of training. 
However, the experiments of educators and psychologists have 
not been extensive enot~h to indicate that any subject which 
is studied largely for its mental values should be eliminated 
* Glass, "Curriculum Practices in the Junior High School and 
Grades Five and Six ~' p. 1 27 . 
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or greatly cut down in its content. 
Much of the material in geo metry is of practical value, 
espe cia lly mensuration; but for the student Yvho does not go on 
into higher mathema tics and the sciences, g eo metry is of value 
o1uy as it trains his reasoning powers . Schultze says: 
"}:Iathematics appeals more to the reasoning p ower , and less to 
the memory than 8.ny other high school subject . This is par-
t icul a rly true of geometry. Here ••••• nearl y e.verythiil_g 
is reasoning!' * 
We can but conclude, therefore, that geometry i s taught 
primarily for ment al discip line; this t raining of the mind is 
obtained in no other high school subjects, and , in spi te of 
what educators and psychologists may s ay, the majority o f 
people promi:nent in the busine s s and professional world think 
the study of mathemati cs , and espe cially of geometry, valuable 
because of this training o f the mind . ** 
The f ollowing aims and purposes for the study of mathe-
matics by Davis are particularly applicable to geometry: 
1. Mathematics teaches logical thi:n.king. 
2 . Math ematics creat es self-conf'idence. .All knovrledge is based 
on self-command e nd self- confidence; gives poi se and power. 
3 . Mathematics ctlltivates the povver of con ce nt1·ation. i,ll 
success i s dependent upon concentrat ion; mathematics i s the 
b est means f or i ts cultivati h . 
*Schul t ze, nThe ~eaching of~Mathematics in Secondary S chool s~r 
p . 23 . 
**school and So ciety , 1918, pp . 25- 33. 
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4. Mathematics requires originality in its study. Ini t i ti ve 
and orig inality are us ually stifled by the other school sub-
jects; mathemetics requires independent thought and j uclgment. 
5. Hathemati cs trains in the precise use of English ; it teaches 
the pupils to dig below the surface to get the thought and the 
i dea . 
6. Ms:Lhernatics trains in accuracy. 
7. Mathematics gives the ability to handle a tool; it is of use 
in science , engineering, navigation, etc . 
8. Mathemat ics gives training in the use of symbolic l anguage . 
The graph, especially, is of importance in modern li fe . 
9. Mathematics develops the imagination; gives the ab ility to 
visualize in sp ce. 
10. Mathematics leads to a knowledge and appreciation o f the 
founc1 a tions of science, for all science is u.ltima tely mathema-
tical in its methods. 
11. Mathema tics should be ap1)reciated as one o:L the greatest 
achievements of the hu.man intellect. 
12. Mathemat ics makes an imp ortant contributfu.on to the a esthetic , 
moral, and relig ious life of the individual. * 
nrf more of the method of geometrical proof were applied 
in situations demanding clear-cut thillicing, it i s not unlikely 
that many o:L the pre s ent day issues would be better under-
stood!' ** 
* School Science and I>h:athematics, .1918, pp.ll2-123, 208- 20, 313- 24 . 
** Sumner, "Supervised Study in Mathematics a nd the s ciences'::p.l09. 
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Junior High School Geometry 
.A. Content. 
The intui t ive geometry of the junior high school is com-
posed o1· the more elementary phases of demonstrative geometry , 
a nd as such serves as an introduction to- the more difficult --ga_ 
geometry of' the senior high school. 
At the begi nni ng of the year short stories f1·om the 
history of mathemat ics serves as a good i nt roduction. In this 
connection Smith's "Number Stories of Long Agon is ve ry help-
ful . Many short reports from t his book can be given by the 
pup ils throughout the year , and s ometimes demonstrat ions of 
t he stories can be arranged . 
Mens uration is the first topic of the year t o be 
studied. The te ache r begins by moving a point about on the 
board to get a line; this i n turn i s moved about to get the 
surfa ce concept. All measurement s must first be estimated , and 
after several vveelr:s of dr ill the pupils b ecome very prof icient 
in estimating lengths, areas, and even angles. From earlier 
work in arithmetic the children are already somewh a t fami li a r 
wi th rect angles and tri angles,so thes e a.re studied more in de-
tail now. From tri angles parallelogr ams are developed and 
their area stud i ed. Paper-cutting and drawing are very useful 
iil · 11 of t his work. 
As the method of finding are a s f or each of t he plane f i 
f i gures is determined, t he teacher explains to the cla~s that a 
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formula is a short way of telling a way of finding something. 
Thereafter whenever a. new fact is discovered the class is ex-
pected to develop a formula. .At first when formulas are used 
they are i nterpreted each time they are used i n order to pre-
vent memorization vvi thout understanding; this i s cliscontinued 
a:tter several weel::s . 
No longer is the college student the only one to study 
significant figures; now the junior high school pupil learns 
about the approximate character and the significance of numbe r. 
The pupils easily see that absolute accuracy in measurement 
is impossible, and they have little difficulty in de t ermining 
the significance of a given measurement; but operations with 
significant figures are troublesome and therefore app1·oximat e 
computation must be taken slowly, that the pupil may under-
stand every step i n tl1e intricate process. 
Yfu en the class is ready to begin ratio, several card-
bo ard circles and square units can be measured and weighed, and 
then the weights and measures of the circles and uni s compared 
in order to find a value of pi. If the average of all the 
results obtained by the pupils is taken, pi will probably be 
found co1·rect to two decimal pl a ces. Since the circum:t erence 
of a circle is 3.14 times the diameter , the idea of ratio as 
nhow many times 11 one thing i s of another is qui ckly developed. 
Many problems with plane figures are good for drill once the 
i dea of ratio is established. 
At the beginning of mensuration some instruction is 
given on the measurement of angles by means o1· a protractor. 
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As the various plane figures a re studied the protractor becomes 
increasingly useful for measuring t heir .:;tngles and discovering 
the total number of degrees in the angles of e ~t ch type of 
f igure. Construction of figures with a given side and two 
g iven angles :furnishes much interesting drill. Barber suggests 
t h e following cons truction:* a pirate's treasure is buried i n 
a field at a point such that a line drawn from it to an oa.k 
tree makes an angle of 60° with the line from the tree to a 
stone, and the line drawn from the point to the stone makes an 
angle of 50° with the tree-to-stone line which is 216 f eet 
long. How far is thi s point from the stone and from t h e tree? 
Drawi n.g to scale having been t aken up under r atio the con-
struction i s quite simple, yet it appe a ls strongly t o the 
imagi nations of junior high school pupils. 
Graphs of various kinds are excellent material f or cor-
r e lation with work in statistics. The circular graph g ives a 
splendid application of per-cent , and in its nature provides 
an automatic check. The change from the per-cent to degrees 
provides good material f or arithmetical drill. 
The line and bar gr aph a r e also used to illustrate statistics 
and to correlate ma thematics with various phases of the school 
life. In some school s , the children k eep the gra phs of their 
own weight, home-room attendance, marks in various subjects, 
etc.; the interest in this is grea t and much rivalry is shovm 
* Barber, 11 The Teaching of Junior High School :Mathematics~~ pp. 
57,58. 
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over the relative rises and falls on the individual graphs. 
Ratio is applied in the study of simila r figures. B.y 
means of various dictated constructions the pupils draw figures 
(mostly triangles) and then discover relationships between 
certain of the figures, and then determine what are similer 
figures. This type of construction is useful in measuring un-
known heights and distances; the applications should be demon-
strated concretely to the class. 
Throughout the course in geometry all obtainable instru-
ments should be used, such as the T-square, triangle, ruler, 
compasses , protractor, etc. The pttpils m~y be required to find 
geometric forms in nature , architecture, manufacture, and in-
dustry. From pictures and articles brought in an interesting 
and valuable geometry museum may be formed. 
B. Methods. 
Since the geometry of the junior high school is largely 
intuitive the method most used is a combination of the lebora-
tory and inductive methods. Figures are drawn at the b oard and 
the pupils tell what they think is true for each particular 
figure . Then individuals go to the board to measure lines and 
angles, after which the class is ready to draw conclusions. 
Following the board work, similar constructions are worked on 
paper at the seats. 
In many cases the final proof is left to the pupil, as 
in the case of the rhomb oid. The pQpil cuts a rhomboid from 
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colored paper, d rops a perpendicular from one obtuse engle to 
the opposite b ase, cuts off the triangle thus formed and fits 
it against the other end of the rhomboid in order to show that 
the area of a rhomboid is equal to the area of a rectangle 
having exactly the same base and height as h a s the rhomboid. 
In findi ng the area o cf a triangle the p.upil:s fit to-
gether two equal triangles to form a rectangle or a rhomboid, 
and then figure out the formula for the area of a triangle. 
Junior high school pupils enjoy working with colored figures 
much more than ordinary drawings as in demonstrative geometry. 
'11JJ.e recognition of geometr ~~ c :t"orms in nature is taught 
with e a ch figure studied; geometric forms in architecture and 
manufacturing are made interesting by the construction of 
designs tor lineoleum, mosaic work..L ~ gloth, etc. 
----Juniol~ high school pupils are always willing to - do in-
dividual project work if it will -~~e them out-of-~oors. One 
good project which has been assigned is to draw a house lot to 
scale and to find its value. There is excellent drill involved 
in the project; first the pupil must measure his lot ca refully, 
then select a convenient scale to draw by, calculate the area 
by approximate computation, and multiply the area by the cost 
per squ.a.re :f<:fot. After finishing this project the pupil has a. 
de±·inite idea at the value of land; o±·ten discussions about 
the project lead to elementary economic problems. Besides re-
~., 
qUi l" . ing a definite amount of' efi'ort and giYing a sense o:t" the 
value of real estate, this type of project is valuable for the 
drill a±·forded in accurate measurement, drawing to scale, cal-
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culating of area, and multiplication of decimals with due re-
gard to the number of significant figures used. 
Several other projects are suggested in :Barber's hook and 
in the Nineteenth Yearbook of the .National Society for the 
Study oJ Education, Part I, chapter X. The follow·ing is taken 
±-rom the latter, page 143; the class is told that a pipe is to 
be placed under a building so that it emerges from under the 
building at a distance of twelve feet from the corner on one 
side, and eighteen feet from the corner on the other side 9 How 
many feet of pipe are reqtlired? 
The class is then told that if one angle and the sides 
including it are known, it is possible to construct the required 
triangle. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
. / 
/ 
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'llb.en suppose the lines AC and .AB represent the sides of 
the building and we know the angle at A, . draw another triangle 
below it and to the right with the sides including the right 
------- ·~_angle equal to .AB and AC. Measure DE; draw in BC and measure ,-
compare DE and BC. The class is then given the statement of' 
the theorem: two triangles are equal if two sides of one are 
equal to the correspondi~~ two sides of the other and the in-
cluded angles are equal. 'lbe next day the class is told, -
nTo-day we shall take a trip to the school grounds to test the 
work we did the l ast time. The class will be divided into the 
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same g11 oups as before, four in a group, the capta i n to h ave 
cha~ge of each group. Each group needs two stakes and a measu~ 
ing tape or yard stick. 
nGroup one measure the distance across the corner of the 
gymnasium, between the tv10 marks you will find on the side of 
t he building; group two do the same thimg upon the power house; 
group three, the atlditorium; group four, the opposite corner of 
the auditorium from group three. 
11 Take your pocket note-books. Sketch the corner you are 
to study. Keep notes . Each one in the group measure the dis -
tance you finally decide is the one equal to what y ou wish to 
find. Average the four measurements for each group . You will 
be unable to get into any of the four buildings we are to 
study. 
"Upon returning to the room, make a careful sketch to 
show that you have completed the work. state definitely the 
distance you all agreed upon!' * 
Upon such work, more than anuthing else, does the en-
richment and vitalizing of junior high school geometry depend. 
* The Nineteenth Yearbook of the N.s. s.E., p.l4 3. 
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Senior High School Geometr~' 
A. Content. 
"Geometry a s -a science starts from cert a i n c1e:fini tions, 
axioms, and postulates ~' * These serve as the introducti on -co 
the pla ne demonstrative geometry of the high school. No work, 
however simple , may be done in geometry until the defi nit io ns, 
axioms , and postula tes are thoro ughly understood and applied in 
nu..merical form. 
Definitions in mathematics shoulc1 always be precise and 
exact, but in ge ometry the need for exactness is greater than 
in a rithmetic or a l gebra; f or examplet mo re care must be shovm 
in the definitions of right angle and simila r figures tha n o f 
monomial and simultaneous eg_Lla tions since the first are co n-
trolling factors i n several logica l demonstra tions. Certain of 
the geometric concepts are so simpler such as "straight line 11 
and 11 angle~' that there is much d.iff.iculty i n defining them. 
Such concepts should be passed over quickly since confusion 
would result i n the pupils' minds if an abstract discussion 
were g iven • 
.Axioms and postulates are usually absurdly defined as 
nself-evident truths~' Wbat is evident to ne person is not al-
ways evident to another, so that some better sta tement must b e 
sought to define these terms . Smi ·ch says that "in g eometry the 
* Smith , 11 The 1Jea.ching of Elementary :Mathematics;' p . 2o7 . 
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vvord' axiom 1 is us ed me1~e1y to designti, te certain genera l state-
ments the truth of which is a ssumed. Our senses seem t o indi-
cate that the~7 are true; but whether true or false, we take 
them f or granted and see whither they l e ad us. 
nsimilarly, in geometry with the word ' postul ate ! A 
postulate is a statement, referring to geometry, the truth of 
which is assumed . The statement may be either tTue or false, 
although our senses seeTJl to indicate the formerl' * 
The number of postulates and axioms vary with ea ch text; 
it is best, however,to have as few of them as possible , wi th 
none that can be proved . 
~he first propositions in Book I 9n the equality of 
tri angles dep end on the corr ect superposition of one tri · ngle 
on the other. The statements of the propositions seem s o self-
evident that the high school student usually does not see the 
necessity of proving them, and consequently does not try to 
superi mpose accurately. The teacher should at this t ime use 
extens i vely ca r db oard models unt il the cla s s has grasped the 
idea that a line must be placed upon a line and a p oint upon 
a corresponding po i nt . These theorems are useful particula rly 
in proving the equality of lines and angles . Most tex ts have 
nmne rous exercises for applying these theorems and Schultze** 
gives twelve pages of su.pplem~ntary exercises. / 
The theorenm on parallel lines are not diff icult but are 
-----
*smi±h..,- "The teacli i ng of Element ary Mathematics~' p. 264 . 
*"~h t.D_ tze, 11 The Teaching ~f Ivk.the;nati cs ~' pp . 115-128. 
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of·ten confusing because of the converse propositions involved. 
At this time there should be a discussion of the nature of con-
vers e theorems showing that the converse of a proven proposi~ 
tion is not necessarily true. Of the parallel line theorems, 
the one most used is ni:r t wo lines are cut by a transversal so 
that a p air of alternate interior angles are equal, the two 
lines are parallell' Consequently this relationship should be 
stressed in the accompanying exercises. The sum of the angles 
of a triangle is a simple by~product r. · af the theorems on paral-
lel lines and is frequently used in exercises. 
In the nev1er texts of geometry , . problems are ·begun 
earl ier and are scq ttered among the theorems at fairly regular 
intervals; and they come to the class as a relief after the 
more rigid demonstrations required in the theorems. 
The theorems on unequal li : e s and angles are really con-
fusing due to the fact that all the statements are similar and 
differ only in several words. Some means of classifying these 
statements will do away with much of the difficnl ty. Since 
exercises and situations dealing with unequal lines and angles 
are comparatively rare, excessive drill on these theorems only 
wastes time. 
The topic of :polygons here i nt roduced is valuable in 
l ater work as it gives a means of computing the number of de-
----------- -- ---
grees in ·the a:ngleS o± ead1 k i nd of p olygon and the number of 
degy~es in each angle of a reg ul a r ~olygon. In the proof of 
"The sum of the angles of a polygon o:t· n sides is eqaal to 
2( n-2) right anglesn the algebraic work involved is ..much simpli-
./' 
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i'ied if special cases, using polygons of f our, i'ive, six, and 
seven sides, are first developed; then the general proof may b e 
deduced by comparing the special cases. 
As in Book I, the firs·t propositions of Rook II involve 
superposition, but this time superposition of circles. The very 
simpli city of this topic constitutes the difficulty, but it 
should he taught slowly and ·carefully and with attention to de-
tail .. vvhich i s not advisable at the beginning of geometry. The 
value of these theorems lies in the means given to prove arcs 
and angles equal in the following and more important theorems 
of the book. The :g roofs for the measLn~ement of angles by arcs 
may be generali zed by moving t wo intersecting chords about in-
sic:le the circle,, first having the intersection at the center, 
then between the center and the circumference, on the circum-
ference, and finally outside of the circle; in each case it is 
shown that the angle between the lines is measured hy one-half 
the algebraic sum of the intercepted arcs. The problems and 
exercis es of this section are not difficult and are splendid 
IOr class work since the pupils are interested in drawing 
circle s and designs. 
The first theorems of ~ook III, about proportion, are 
entirely algebraic in method and might properly be relegated 
to the course in algebra. These relationships are very neces-
sary·, however, since the remaining propositions of the boolr: 
a re directly dependent upon proportion. 
"A line parallel to one side of a· triangle anc1 inter-
secting the othe r two sides divides these two sides propor-
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tionally" is the fundament al theo:rem of the section since it is 
a means of establishing the p11 opo:rtionali ty of t:ri angles. The 
following p:robler.as, nTo const:ruct a fourth proportional to 
th:ree given line-segmentsn and "To divide a given line-segment 
into p arts proportional to two given line-segments~ depend 
directly on the theorem and are applicable in many drill exer-
cises . The two theorems about the "lar i.sectol-s of the internal 
and external angles of a triangle are similar; in f a ct, with 
proper lettering the one proof may be written to fit both 
theorems. 
In the theorems on similar triangles the proof~,as in 
some previous, depend upon correct superposition but by this 
time the pupils should have mastered this process. '.rhe similar 
polygon theorems bring in the idea of projection. At this time 
I the teacher could add much to the value of the work if he state .J 
simply some of the elementary notions of trigonometry and show 
how the trigonometric f LUlctions make use of projections. Spe-
cial cases wherein the value of a line and its projection 
lead to the numerical value of the angle, e.g., 30 ~ 45~ 60~ and 
their respective supplements, might well be discussed. 
The areas of polygons, in Book IV, are mostly review and 
proving formulas already used in arithmetic and in algebra. 
There are many practical exercises which may be given for drill 
in the application of formulas. It should be emphasized that 
the length of the p e r imeter of a polygon gives no indication of 
t h e area; Smith* tells how Indians were induced to sell their 
*smith, "Th~ Tea cb.i:ng ~f Geo~: 
-------
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land by measuring the perimeter, how men tried to cheat each 
other by the exchange of land whose perimeters only are equal, 
etc. The theorems concerning the areas of a parallelogram, a 
triangle, and a trapezoid should be demonstrated with duplicate 
paper figures even as in the geometry of the junior high 
school. 
The Pythagorean Theorem, perhaps the most famous 
theorem in all geometry, has rna~~ demonstrations , but Pytha-
goras method of proof is not known. Some think that he proved 
it by proportion because Proclus said that Euclid gave a new 
style of proof, and Euclid did not use proportion. The method 
of proof now popular is the proof hy proportion whi ch is very 
sin~le compared to the long demonstrations formerly in favor. 
The story of the Pythagoreans and early geometric proofs are 
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interesting at this time. Probably this theorem is the most 
important in all geometry since it is much used in mensuration, 
and upon it is based trigonometry. 
In Book V roore than in any other part of the course 
there is much pure geometry. The mensuration of the circle als:o 
involved is a relatively unimportant piece of theory since the 
pupils are not ready for incommensurab les and since they 
learned how to measure the circle in arithmetic. The actual 
numerical value of pi is not obtained but it is used to repre-
sent the ratio ~ ; it is said that Euclid did not obtain the 
value of lJi since he beli eved in separating geometry from the 
arithmetic of his t ime. The constructions of regular p olygons 
goes back to the theorems of Book II in order to prove the 
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equality of chords and arcs. 
Additional propositions on maxima and minima, symmetry, 
the nmnerical value of pi, etc., are provided in the Appendix. 
The nrunber of. propositions varies with each text-book; 
most of them, however, agree on the more important theorems of 
Euclid and are fairly uniform in the proofs given. 
B. Methods. 
The analytic method i s the method of the mathematical 
worker who traces out a path f rom the unknown to he known. 
The analytic proof of a proposition is lengthy and sometimes 
awkward, but the pu:pil is able to see the reason f or every step 
in the process. The following is the analytic proof for "The 
line that joins the vertices of two isosceles triangles having 
a common base is perpendicular to the common base~ * 
Analysis: 
A ( 1) Prove L BDA::: 90° To prove tha·t an angle is a 
right angle, we usually prove that 
it is equal to its supplementary 
adjacent ones, therefore to lJrove: 
( 2) L. BDA = L.GDA 
The equal ity of t wo angles 
is usually pxoved by me ans o · two 
equal triangles, therei'ore we must 
urove: 
13) A HDA ;; A CDA 
Since we cannot find enough 
equal parts to prove the equal ity 
of the two triangles directly, we 
select first another pair of 
*Schultze, "The Teaching of Mathematics;' p. 32. 
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triangles whose homologous parts will supply the missing the 
missing equalities. Therefore prove: 
( 4) A .ABE:: A ACE, an equality which is easily established. 
High school pupils should be taught to use this method 
in proving their exercises and in working out the proo±' of a 
theorem for the first time . After they have decided upon all 
the things which must be proved in order to prove the given 
statement, they should write up the proof in the be st possible 
form , brief yet to the point. 
This is the method o~ proof called synthesis, and i t is 
t he form used in every text- book f or proving theorems. In this 
type of proof ·bhe steps are clearly outlined and move directly 
toward the final statement of the p11 oof, but if this method 
al one were used the pupils wotlid not see the reasons for prov-
ing cert ain equalities. In class room work all proofs should 
be discovered analytically but should be recast i nt o synthetic 
:form. 
The synthesis of the preceding analytic proo!· is as 
follows: :..;; 
Given: the two iso sceles triangles AB.c and BCE with the co rnmon 
base BC, and l\...E the line connect ing the tvro vertices . 
To prove: AEJ..BC . 
Proof: 
( 1) .AB = AC ( 1) Given 
BE '=-CE 
( 2) .AE-= .AE ( 2) Identity 
( 3) 6. .ABE =A ACE ( 3) s.s.s. s.s.s. 
( 4) L,BAD :: t.. C..lill ( 4) Corresponding parts of 
equal triangles are 
( 5) ( 5) 
equal. 
AJ);:.AJ) Identity 
.AB =AC 
( 6) A hli.D : A GAD ( 6) s . a . s. s. a. s. 
( '7 ) L ADB = ~ ..lillC ( '7 ) Same as ( 4) 
( 8) L...lillB is a right angle ( 8) A right angle is one of 
two equa l angles made by 
one straight line 
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(9) AD or .AE-LBC 
meeting another straight 
line. 
{9) A perpendicular is a 
l i ne which makes a right 
angle with a g i ven line. 
Q. E . D. 
"The synthetic method is that of logical exposition; 
• • 
while the analytic method is ini:'ormal , tentative , and, when re-
duced to cold black and white , may even seem colloquia l •••• 
The synthetic presentation shows the un:t'al tering , su:refooted 
march of mathematical demonstration from the known to the un-
known, and n demOl1S "t ration reached after much anal~ltic g roping , 
with many i f · only's 'r and 1howrsr, should at once be cast into 
permane nt shape i n the synthetic mold." * 
The cleductive type of inference i s the final ..L o1~n of all 
mathematical reasoming ; hut mathematics in the making i s indue-
ti ve . The class in geometry should be shovm tha.t the general 
statements of theorems have been discovered inductively by the 
consideration of the properties of special cases. This might 
be the best way to study some theorems, especially the Pytha :: 
g o rean theorem. The class could l}e told to draw e tessellated 
pavement , end then to count the numbe 1· of small tri angles 
in the areas of the squares constructed on the sides of a right 
trie.ngle i n the design. Other right triangles with integral 
sides could be drawn and the areas of the squares on the 
various sides compared by measurement . This work would finally 
lead t o the sto.tement of the Pythagorean Theorem by the class 
and to a desire for a logical proof of what had been discovered 
inductive l y from these special cases . 
In the heuristic m~thod, the pupil is co nsidered a dis -
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coverer of knov1ledge , and not a pass ive recipient. Si nce high 
school pupils are unalb•le to make absolutely ol~i ginal discoveri e s 
they mus t be led along b y questions from the tes,cher. In such 
quest ioning , the danger is that too much may be t old the cla ss 
rather than too little; hence it is necessary f o r the teacher 
to have the heuristic spirit and to have masterec1 the technique 
o f good heuristic questioning . This method i s part icularly 
good in teaching geomet ry s i 11ce the p_upils acqui1~e real k now-
knowledg e in the s olvi ng of thei r problems , - they cannot de-
pend upon the abstract knowledge about f i gure s , b'Ut t h .ey must. 
be able to appl y this knowledg e to discover something new. 
vVh en the theorems of geometry are discove::ced in this v1ay 
g re ater power is shown by the cl ass i n indivi dual work on 
bl d . y * . , t pro · ems an exerc~ses. oung--- g~ves severa-L s ugge s ions for 
help in teaching by this method: (l) study the properties of 
the figure,- determine all there is to know about it ; (2) begin 
w~th special cnses , gradually gene r ali zing until the theorem 
desired is reached; ( 3) recur constant ly to what i s known and 
what is t o h e found , - ofte n si~le connections are thus f ound 
vvh i ch l ead to the proof ; ( 4) show the value of neat , a.ccurate 
work; (5) do not try to correct the conse quences of an error 
dis co vered , but begi n work afresh. 
General diss at i sfaction with the older methods OI teach-
mathematics led to a laborato1~y method wherein the pupils 1 
interest is obtai ned by his successful "doingn and finding 
*Young ,J . w. A., "The Te aching of Mathematicsv pp . 78- 79 . 
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of mathematical facts from concrete data. The pupils discover 
not by means of questions from the teacher 1mt by the a ctLl&l 
performing of experiments \Vi th figures; they a ctua lly weigh and 
measure in order to oli)tain areas, lines, a.ngles. Event;ually 
the e:;{})erimentation leads to the formal statement and proof of 
theorems. 
A great variety of materials is needed for this typ e of 
ma thematica.l teaching; i·or instance p d1~awing instJ.~uments , cross-
section p aper, measuring rods, calipers, balances, trans i~~  
~aJ;'l-t.s , sextants , steel tapes, thermometers , levers, pulleys , 
etc. This method is the natural one of making discoveries 
since it leads from the concrete to the a1Jstr~wt; it interests 
the pupils since it emphasize s their doing~ and it brings 
mathematica l applications into prominence as well as g i v i ng to 
the pupils a clear notion of space concepts. There is danger , 
however, that geo metry taught in this way may develop into a 
kind of manual training and g ive majl;hematical facts v,rithout 
m2.thematical reasoning. 
In recognition of these facts, the lab o ratory method 
' 
in __ geo.met·.:ry is used to supplement , · rather than: SLl:flplant, the 
other methods of te a.ching. 
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0 Miscellaneous T'opics. 
At the b eginning of the year the teacher of geometry 
faces a difficult situation; for most of his pupils geometry 
is a requtred cou.rs~, and many have little or no mathematical 
ability. In order to make the best of such a situation psy-
chologists advocate g r ouping pupils accordi ng to theil1 r:h ili ty; 
some s cho ols h ave all cl asses grouped in this way , but in 
others the teachers must do their own grouping within each 
cla ss . This is ac complished by giving tests three and f our, 
Geometry and Symmetry , ~rom the Rogers Prognostic Test of 
Mathemat i cal Abili ty on the first day . The class could then be 
divided into three abil i ty g:roups , anc1 the place of e a ch pupil 
in the groups would be checked du:ring the first week or two of 
work. 
A minimum assignment , consisting of the advance theore m 
and one or two originals, is given to the lowest gro up ; for 
the middle group, several more originals are added; and the 
highest group is given either more originals or some special 
to look up and report on to the class. In this way pupils are 
able to concentrate on work suited to their ability; marking , 
8lso, is according to the ability of the i ndi vidual to keep up 
with his group . 
At the beginning of the geometry teA~-books there is 
al ways a chapter on definitions and axioms ; to memorize thi s is 
often the first assignment and serves to discourage many pu-
pils . The absolutely necessary can be explained graphically 
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and numerically 1)y the te a cher, and then the class set t o work 
on simple problems of applying these definitions in order t o 
hetter retai n their values. Simple 1)ut interesting ruler and 
co mpass constructions often serve to remove pre judice and a rouse 
interest in the subject; all pupils are more interested i n a 
study whi ch allows for some degree of manual and creative wo rk. 
Also to arouse interest, the teacher may give a few 
brief, carefully chosen i ncidents from mathematical history to 
expla in the origin and development of geometry. These inci-
dents must be brief and clea r cut otherwise the class remembers 
simply a few names with none o~ their connections. 
Th e choosing of a good text-book in geometry is ex oo e d-
i ngly i mportant. A lo gical arrangement of theorens and their 
proofs is, of cotrrse , necessary ; texts printed i n Ameri ca nou 
have usually one theorem to a page and this ki nd of arrangement 
is attractive and eas ily f ollowed . The number of prop osit i ons 
I i n the book -are reduced to a s afe minimum, about one hundred 
and thirty , and there are numerous examples provided for the 
appl ication of ea ch theorem. These example s should not be t oo 
far-fetched and theoretical, but on the other hand examples 
should not. b e made up and called "reall' Comparatively f ewnreal" 
problems can be given shoviing practical applica tions of theorems; 
the other exercises are very valuable b ut they should not lbe 
labeled "re&l" in order to procure i nterest. Some instructions 
in the use of geometric instrmnents are in the typical tex ts of 
------this practical age. Recreative exercises and a short hi s t ory 
of g eomet ry add t o the appr~ve side of the study. In many 
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of the new texts some simple work in numerical trigonometry 
is inserted after the discussion of similar triangles. I con-
sider this extremely valuable as a sort of introduction to 
higher mathematics since it of"ten does away with the prejudice 
usually developed in connection with the word ntrigonometryv 
Numerous r efe rence books should. be available for both 
the teacher and the pupil; for the teacher - Hea th's rrElements 
of Euclid~ several text-books in geometry, J. W.A. Young's 
rrThe Teaching of Mathematics~' Smith's rrThe Teaching of Geometl"'J~' 
Schultze's The Teaching of Mathematics in Secondary School:j~' 
Sumner's rrsupervised Study in Mathematics and the Sciences~' 
"The Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary Education~' 
and copies of the the ''Mathematics Teacher" and "School Science 
Mathematics;' and the following pupil ret·erences; for the pupils-
other text-books in geometry, Smith's rrThe History of Mathe-
matics;' w. w.Rupert's "Famous Geometrical Theorems and Problem~~~ 
H.E.Dudeney' s "Amusements in Mathematics~' DeMorgan's nA Budget 
of Paradoxes~' E.A • .Abbott's rrFlatland~ :Beman and Smith's 
"Geometric Exe11 cises in Paper Folding~' Ball's rrMathematical ·Bs ';_;· 
Essays and Recreations~' S.J .Jones "Mathematical Wrinkles~' D. E. 
Smith's "Number Stories of Long Agol' The occasional working of 
recreations serves to arouse a alass become dull and sluggish; 
recre ations probably are most used to fill in time just before 
vacations when neither the pupils nor the teacher are enthu-
work. SUilll1.er in his "Supervised study in Mathe-
having a sort of exhibition 
day several _ times a year; a re-
creations, short sketches of famous mathe · __ ..,~- · cians, problems in 
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applied mathematics, etc. 
Since for many pupils the mastery of a theorem consists 
i n memorizing it, the importance of the original exercise as a 
type of mathematical thinking must be emphasized. Theorems 
are of little value in themselves and are valuable in so far 
as they may be applied in original work. Pupils usually wan-
der about more or less until they strike the right line of thi~­
ing ; this is only natural. But they must have a knowledge of 
analytic proof so as to deal with the more diff icult exer-
cises. The construction of a general and accurate figure often 
s uggests a proof otherwise obscure; therefore the teacher 
shou~d emphasize neatness, accuracy, and a general type of con-
struction. In exercises where a point is to be determined the 
method of the intersection of loci is best, as in proving that 
the perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle are con-
current. Pupils should also be instructed to set forth exactly 
in letters of the figure, what is given and what is to be 
proved; and to substitute definitions for the things named wh en 
the wording seems hazy. Such direct i ons will do much toward 
eliminating difficulties in the working of original exel~cises. 
Since the proving of originals is so import ant it f ollo\vs 
that in testing the ability of each pupil to apply theorems is 
tested rather than his ability to memorize theorems. 
At the beginning of the course there is an advantage 
in using colored chalk to indicate the equal parts of t wo fi-
gures. As time goes on the colored chalk can be used more 
sparingly until the pupil is able to grasp the meaning of a 
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f i gure drawn in b l a ck ancl white; the sooner he is ab le t o do 
this the better it is for him. As stated before , figures 
sho nld b e made as accurate and general as possible. In general 
it is b est to letter a figure counterclockwise. Vertices a re 
marked by cap itals and the oppos ite sides by the same s mall 
letters, as angles A, B, C, and sides a, b , c. Some teachers 
have adopt ed the German method of labeling apgles by the f irst 
letters of the Greek alpha, beta, gamma , as in t he 
f ollowing :figure. 
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Especiall y in com1ect io n with the work on circles many 
intere sting cCtnstructions can be made sh owing the use of 
geometric designs in silks, oil cloths, parks , etc. I:r the pu-
pils are early trained in the use of the protractor, ruler, 
and comp asses, very intereating constructions may be devised 
for class-room drill. 
Although several p ropositions of B.ooks I and II have to 
do with the idea of locus, · the topic as such is not introducecf. 
until the end of Book II. If discussed any earlier the ptlpils 
a re n o t ab le to comp rehend it, but with a few previous propo -
si tions a s a foundation the topic is easily grasped. Teachers 
mus t be careful to have the pupils recognize the necessity for 
proving two t hings with respect to any locus: (1) that every 
point in the given line satisfies the given law or condition; 
(2) that e ve ry point which satisfies the given condition l ies 
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in the line. 1 These ideas are quickly grasped if several theo-
rems are reviewed , especi ally rrEvery point i n the perpendicular 
bisector of a line is equally distant from the e:<tremi ties of 
the line ; and every po int equidistant from the extremities ofa 
line lies i n the perpendicular bisector~ At this time atten-
tion mi ght well be called to various loci i n space without stop-
i ng to p ro ve any proposi tions concern i ng them. 
Incomme ns urables and the Method of Limits a re now pla.ce.a 
in. t he Appendix of the text - book . It is practically i mpos-
sible for the i mmature mind of the high school student to 
understand these ideas and a rigoro us treatment of ~hese should 
no t be required. 
The distinction between postula t es and axioms is often 
hazy ; many autho rs , especially ancient o~e s , have not been 
clear on t his poi nt . An axiom is now considered as a general 
statement co mmon to all mathematics and sciences, which is ad-
nutted to be true without proof ; · and a postulate, a geometric 
s t atement admitted to b e true without proof. Some t ext - book s 
now list general axioms , geometric axioms , geometric postu-
l ate s, and logical postul ates , but this pl.an seems t o me to be 
too detailed and int rica te to be use ful. 
Some people advoca te tea ching solid geometry along vvi th 
pl ane ge ometry. I I' this is done analogies between the t wo 
se ctions of geometry may he dravm as progress is made i n e ach 
section. Howe~er, if o1uy pl ane geometry i s be i ng studied 
s olid models may be brought in and the pl ane faces compared 
with the po l ygons of pl ane ge ometry . Loci i n space may also 
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be simply discussed without any attempt at formal proofs 
for the conclusions deduced. 
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Summary. 
The junior high school was organized as a new unit to 
bridge the gap betv1e en the elementary and high s chools. The 
instrLlction in this _ new u:ni t is highly s o cialized and enriched 
f or the pupil; such a curriculum a ims to retain more pupils 
for a high school course and to give a broad foundation so that 
t he :pupil can choose his later course and occupation i ntelli-
gently. 
Geometry in the junior high school is usually combined 
vvi th arithmetic and a l gebra; it is mainly intuitive and is c1e -
signed to be of practical value as well cS of a theo retical 
velue in introduci ng higher mathema tics . In t eaching this 
geometry, most of the work is done concretely with litt le 
theorizing; p rojects for the :pupils a i d in motivating the work. 
The p l ane geometry of the seni or high school has been a 
tradit ional constant ; now it is required o1uy in the academic 
courses . The co ntent of senior high school plane g eometry is 
the traditional five book s of Euclid. 1m. eff ort is novr being 
ma de to make the arl~angemeHt of the propositions psychological 
rather tha n purely logical. 
The attitude of the cl ass in g eometry should b e analy-
tical; tra ining shOLlld also be g iven in reducing the work i nto 
logical form. The pupils become discoverers of the ge omet l~ic 
:facts and theorems by conc:rete vm r k with f i gure s ; generaliza-
tions a:re to be secured l1y experimenting with special cases. 
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The laboratory method of teaching geometry is more and more 
supplementing the older methods rather than supplanting them. 
Individual diffe :rences in mathematical ab ility must b e 
recognized and provisions made for students of both high and 
low ability. Interest in any study is necessary to secure the 
best cla ss results; in geometry this may be secured by history 
and by having more manual wo r k especially at the beginning of 
the year . Both pupils and teachers need several references 
for theorems and other problems whi ch come up in the class 
room; an extensive list is given in the last section. 
The original exercise deserves mLwh emphasis since it is the 
only original mathematical thinking done by the pupil; accurate 
and general construction is of great help in finding the 
correct line of proof . Analytic thiiL"k:ing is the type to be 
used when the proof of an exerc ise is not imrnediately apparent. 
Difficult topics such as loci., limits, and postulates and. axioms 
are no longer treated extensively in the high school since t he 
pupils have always had much di:t:ficul ty with them. These top ics 
are better understood, i f only a little time can be s pent on 
them, by constructiOllli and work on simple problems . Analogies 
may well be noted betvveen pl a ne and solid geometry espevially 
if these two parts are studied at the same time. 
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